I. INTRODUCTION
The observation that longitudinal density fluctuations in an electron stream may be amplified by the resistance in the surrounding walls was first made by Birdsall, who used the concept to construct a resistive-wall amplifier. Pierce has presented a general theory of "slow wave" "amplifiers ,1 whereas Birdsall and Whinnery have given a 2 general analysis of such structures.
.,
The purpose of our work is to extend the theory developed for the analysis of traveling-wave tubes to an analysis of longitudinal resistive instabilities ,of intense relativistic beams in cyclic particle accelerators. In contrast to the "hydro~ynamic approach in Ref. 2, the theory presented h~re includes details of the particle dynamics that are vital to obtaining the criterion for stability. Our work is also an extension of prev;ous studies of longitudinal instabilities 3 , 4, 5 and draws heavily upon the notation of Ref. 4 . these experiments. show a pronounced longitudinal bunching of the beam 6 " near the injection energy. Although the observed instability above the transition energy is well understood, and had even been predicted theoretically in Ref. 4 , the observations of bunching below the transi-, tion energy came initially as a surprise. The analysis presented here culminates in a criterion for stability and a growth rate in the absence of stability, both of which are in approximate agreement with the observations at MURA. The theory suggests further experiments suitable for determining"whether or not the observed phenomenon -3-, is in fact a resistive instability. In addition, the theory suggests limitations on the design of high-current particle accelerators.
In the following linear-perturbation treatment, the unperturbed beam is taken to be uniform in the azimuthal (0) direction. A perturbation in particle density of the form exp(i(n6 -wt)]is assumed. The electric and~agnetic fields arising from the perturbation are calculated in fective stabilizing mechanism 1s a spread in particle-circulation frequency arising primarily from a spread in particle energy. Because the contribution to the azimuthal electric field E e from the finite resistance in the walls is very much smaller than this field in the absence of resistance, the stability criterion is quite sensitive to the distribution of circulation frequencies in the unperturbed beam. For a realistic energy distribution and highly conducting surfaces~the stability criterion is independent of O. A nmllerical example, namely an app1ica-tion of the results to the~ruRA 40-MeV electron acce~eratorf is given in Sec. V.
- inite resistance in tpe top and bottom tank walls is incorporated in the calculation, but the side walls are assumed to be perfectly conducting.
In both geometries the '~ajor curvature of the vacuum tank is ignored, and Maxwell's equations are solved for a straight pipe.
A. Vacuum Tank of Circular Cross Section
We consider a beam moving along the axial (z) direction in a pipe of radius b. Let the beam have uniform density out tba'radius aã s illustrated in Fig. 1 In the notation used in the next section p we h.:we
where n is the number of waves about the circumference, and the per- 
wit'h oLd norma.lized so that_S~a(x)dx '" 1, Conservation of charge implies a surface-current distribution jy(x~y~t) ju.st equal to (0J/k)
The boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic fields are taken to be those appropriate to perfectly conducting surfaces at the side walls so that the tangential electric and normal magnetic fields vanish ut x = 0 and x = w. On the-top surface (z = h/2) we require
and on the bottom surface (z = -h/2) we require (2.12a) E ::: (1 -i);tB y x E ::: -(1
where K has been defined following ECJ.. (2.6).
Expressions for the fields are most easily written as two sets, transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE), with transverse referring to the z direction. Each set independently satisfies
Haxwell's equations for free space everywhere inside the tank except at z ::: O~and 'also satisfies ECJ.s. (2.12a) and (2.12b). The desired expressions are as follows: This general expression may prove useful in some applications.
We have evaluated it numerically for a particular choice of a(x) that has two parameters, namely that representing a beam of width~with center where the positive sign corresponds to a "fast wave" in which the wave phase velocity B is greater than the particle velocity S and the w 1 2 perturbation is damped. ' The minus sign corresponds to a "slow ' However, the stability criterion found from the Gaussian distribution differs drastically from Eq. (4.9). The value of 6 necessary for stability is found by solving the transcendental~equation This result is algebraically just the criterion for suppression of the negative-mass instability (but there, of course, df/dE is negative and its absolute value appears in the formula).4 This last result has the geometric factor appropriate to the circular geometry, and is independent of n. We must remember however, that Eq. (4.19) is valid only for n «yR/b. The more general~ase can be handled with Eqs. (4.10) and (3.l0~). The stability criterion is independent of the surface resistivity a in this limit of highly conducting surfaces.
-24-Equation (4.l9) may impose more severe desisn requirements on a high-intens~ty accelerator than those necessary to circumvent the negative-mass instability. This is because the negative-mass instability i~possible only if the energy is above the transition energy where Idf/dE I is usually small and y may be large. But
Eq. (4.l9) must be applied near injection in an AGS. The absence of any observed effect in present-generation machines--in contrast to the observed negative-mass instability in Saturne, the Cosmotron, and the Bevatron 7 --must be laid to the rather large ener~J spread from the linac injectors.
-25-V. llUHERICAL EXAMPLE As a numerical example we take the MURA 40-MeV electron accelerator with parameters as listed in Tables I and II . We assume the conductivity of the walls to be that of aluminUm! namely a = (3 x 10 17 ) -26- Table I . Geometrical parameters that are employed in'the numerical example and that approximate conditions in the MORA 40-MeV· electron accelerator.
The dimensions are defined in Fig. 2 . 
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